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This is he last Monza News I will be editing as in June I hand over the computer to the next 

editor, Amber Degner.  I have enjoyed preparing it for you and hope you have all enjoyed the 

monthly issues .  I thank all those who gave me a hand sending me pictures and articles or 

even suggestions. 

A special thanks to Kate, my second  (third in my case) pair of eyes.   

Here is wishing you all an enjoyable summer vacation and 

looking forward to our paths crossing again in September.. 

 

Cheryl Stockman Chalouhi 

Editor - Monza New

The deadline for the September Monza News is  

 September 3, 2019 

Cover Page:  Clip Art and Stock 

Photos 

Advertising in Monza News 

Cheryl Stockman Chalouhi               Monthly Advert DonatIons    

editor@benvenutomonza.com                 Members             Non Members 

Monza News contributions for advertising are paid            1/4 Page     €15  1/4 Page   €20 

through money transfer only               1/2 Page     €25  1/2 Page   €30 

Please notify the editor or the treasurer by email.            Full Page    €50  Full Page  €60 

                                                   .  
 

IBAN : IT79 I03104 34000 0000 0000 8042 

Deutsche Bank, Vedano al Lambro Branch  

Via Battisti 42/B, 20854 Vedano al Lambro  

     

Note from the Editor 
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THEME OF THE MONTH ARTICLE 

SERBIA 
By Jelena Lazic 

 
Serbia is the home to around 40 different nationalities, The 
total population stands at 7,120,666. Belgrade is the capital 
located at the confluence of the Sava and Danube rivers and 
the crossroads of the Pannonian Plain and the Balkan 
Peninsula. The urban area of the City has a population of 
1.23 million people.  
The majority of the population are Serbs – 82.86 percent, 
while its many minorities are: Hungarians (3.91 percent), 
Bosniacs (1.82 percent), Roma people (1.44 percent), 
Yugoslavs (1.08 percent), Croats (0.94 percent), 
Montenegrins (0.92 percent), Albanians (0.82 percent), and 
others.  
The official language is Serbian and being a country with  
many ethnically versatile regions, in its multinational 
environment other languages such as Hungarian, Slovak, 
Romanian, and Croatian are also in use. Latin script, which 
is very widespread in Serbia, is also learned in schools. 
The official script is Cyrillic consisting of 30 letters, and is even today learned according to a principle – 
write as you speak, read as it is written. 
The dominant religion among the majority of population is Orthodox Christianity (84.98 percent), 
followed by Roman Catholic (5.48 percent), Islam (3.2 percent), Protestantism (1.08 percent), while 
other religions are present as well. 
Hospitality is a common thing in Serbia, so much that it is often the case that many guests are surprised 
by the warm and hearty welcome, above any expectations, Therefore you shouldn’t be surprised when 
you get kissed as many as three times, as such are the customs in Serbia, just like yelling out 
“Živeli!” (Cheers!) by which you reciprocate the host’s kindness in the best way. 
Serbia is a country of exceptional cultural heritage and richness, with remains of civilizations tens of 
centuries old and a great number of spiritual creations. Culture has always been an integral part of the 
Serbian identity. People, whose monuments originate from ancient times and whose script dates back 
from the 9th century, have created an immense cultural heritage. Enthusiasts searching for something 
truly authentic simply have to visit the medieval monasteries and churches in Serbia.  
 
Mileva Einstein-Marić was a Serbian mathematician and physicist  - the thing most people know her for 
is the fact that she was married to Albert Einstein. However, the thing few people are aware of is that 
she is said to be the unacknowledged coauthor of his 1905 paper on special relativity. The fact that the 
renowned physicists invited Mileva to work with them as well as the fact that his papers on the theory of 
relativity were signed with Einstein-Marity (Hungarian variant of Marić) back up this controversial theory. 
Another great Serbian scientist is Nikola Tesla - the “father of electricity”, and the man who gave it to the 
world. Serbian “master of lightning” will be remembered as the greatest mind of the 20th century. 
The world’s most accurate calendar is the work of another famous Serbian scientist, Milutin Milankovic, 
thanks to whom today we know that the Earth’s climate is predominantly influenced by the factors 
coming from space, especially the Sun, and that this allows us to predict the changes and the arrival of 
the next ice age with great certainty.  
Serbian scientist Mihajlo Pupin participated in the very founding of NASA. This notable Serbian physicist 
and physical chemist won the Pulitzer Prize and thus became the first Serb who was awarded with this 
prestigious award. Mihajlo Pupin reached world fame for inventing the “Pupin coils”. 20 years after 
Alexander Bell, he patented an invention that perfected the phone and allowed us to talk across large 
distances, and hear each other clearly while enjoying the connection without noise. 
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According to the research of the Italian newspaper “Gazzetta dello Sport” in 2007, the Serbs were 
the most successful nation in Europe in the last 17 years considering team sports, based on the 
number of the Olympics, and the World and European Championships. The most popular team 
sports in Serbia are basketball, water polo, volleyball, handball and football. Thanks to its 
successful tennis players, and of course the best tennis player in the world, Novak 
Djokovic tennis became a favorite sport in Serbia. Besides tennis, Serbian athletes are very 
successful in athletics, archery, wrestling and taekwondo. 
Starting from the earliest artistic expressions achieved by painting unusually beautiful monastery 
frescoes, one of which is the “White Angel” – famous for representing Europe in the first satellite 
link with America, through Miroslav Gospel the oldest book written in Cyrillic alphabet, all the way 
through to the contemporary art and award-winning films by Kusturica, Serbian art has a lot to 
boast about, as well as Marina Abramovic,  who has gained an international reputation.  
Ethnic heritage plays an important, if not crucial part in Serbia’s rich and unique tradition, and is 
reflected in its very etiquette and values specific only to this Slavic region. Ancient customs, 
rituals and beliefs still live in Serbia, and especially come to life in smaller and more rural areas. 
Many of them represent the true Serbian distinctiveness, but there is one thing in particular that 
sets Serbia apart from all other countries in the world – “slava”. “Slava” is a celebration where 
each family venerates its 78 patron saints. The flame of Serbian traditions burns as bright as the 
lit candle, blessed and placed upon the dining table, illuminating the feast thrown in the patron 
saint’s honor. Being an essential component of Serbian culture, “slava” found its place on the 
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, established by UNESCO. 
Serbian bread for Slava called SLAVSKI KOLAC well known by its typical appearance, always 
decorated with a cross and four (4) cyrillic letters S (C) from the serbian flag . The meaning is 
(Only unity will save the Serbs - Samo Sloga Srbina Spasava) 
Serbian folk instruments, folkloric ensembles , national costumes, arts and craft legends and 
myths of old, as well as unique customs together preserve the Serbian tradition from ultimate 
oblivion. 
 
Grape harvests and wine making, grilling paprika and making ajvar (a relish made of red bell 
paprika), preparing turšija (pickled vegetables) and zimnica (food for winter), picking plums and 
making rakija…when you see it and smell it, and hear the music coming from celebrations and 
festivals . 
The entire world has adopted a Serbian word “vampire” for an evil and immortal mythological 
creature that drinks human blood and has superhuman powers.The oldest case of a “vampire 
encounter” was recorded in Serbia, and the oldest Serbian vampire was a certain Petar 
Blagojević, who was considered about 300 years old.Petar Blagojević was the first “official” 
vampire of the modern world, and lived in Serbia in the early eighteenth century. It’s probably his 
merit that “vampire” is the only Serbian word generally accepted in all world languages. 

http://www.serbia.com/frescoes-the-unmatched-painting/
http://www.serbia.com/frescoes-the-unmatched-painting/
http://www.serbia.com/white-angel-as-a-symbol-of-europe/
http://www.serbia.com/about-serbia/culture/intangible-cultural-heritage-of-serbia/intangible-cultural-heritage-as-a-guardian-of-serbian-identity/34176-2/
http://www.serbia.com/serbian-folklore-centuries-old-art/
http://www.serbia.com/about-serbia/culture/ethnic-heritage/folk-costumes/
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Coffee Morning 
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Previous events 

Benvenuto Aperitif
 Benvenuto Aperitif 

FONDAZIONE STEFANIA APERITIF  
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  THEME  EVENT 

UPCOMING  ACTIVITES 
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In 1971 a group of parents founded the Association Stefania to attract the attention of both citizens and the Public 

Administration to the problems of disability. Indeed, many Regional needs have been met over the past 48 years, 

thanks to the Association’s initiative and projects:  

“Luciano Donghi”, a social laboratory for psychologically affected people. 

“Carlo Garibaldi” (1988), the Lissone day centre  that conducts educational programs for the disabled.  

“Luigi & Dario Villa” (1991), the Muggio residential centre that gives board & lodging to severely disabled 

people.  

“La Bottega” (1993), a type B social cooperative that endeavours to put the disabled into the workforce.  

“l’Azalea” (1994), a type B social cooperative that keeps disabled and psychiatrically disturbed people occupied  

by having them maintain green areas in the community. 

“Donghi” (1995),  a type A social cooperative that manages a day-care Psychiatric Centre. 

“Tempo Libero Senza Barriere” and “Valore Volontario” (2002) - volunteers devoted to occupying the free time 

of disabled people. 

“Polisportiva Sole” (2010), aimed at supporting sporting activities for disabled athletes. 

“Fianco a Fianco” (2010), a project of administrative support. 

“Fondazione Stefania Onlus”, born 1 January 2008 from the 2006 Associazione Stefania, with the aim of 

separating volunteer work from that of the management of services connected to the public administration (the 

so-called conventioned services). 

The Fondazione promotes residential, semi-residential, and home care services for the disabled and/or 

disadvantaged population throughout the territory. 

It manages and develops services for people with disabilities (Lissone day centre residence in Muggio), and 

works in synergy with the Association for the design/projection and experimentation of new services in the area, 

and participates and promotes local coordination services (networking). 

 

Some of the Association’s projects: 

 

Casa Stefania:  

This is a proper home for 5 people with severe cognitive problems but auto-sufficient from the point of view of 

physical assistance. The concept is that of a ”normal” home, and the  

coordinated by a live-in helper,  in an  apartment of about 170 sq m, with a large kitchen, a living room, 4 

bedrooms, 3 bathrooms as well as a small study and laundry. Thus it provides those living there with space for 

privacy and for “ getting together”, making it their home. 

 
Cartix: 

This is a printing service. It produces products and services in the field of digital and graphic printing using 

highly technical machines and equipment. 

 

GustAble Catering: 

A very new catering service collaborating with EnotecaCatering, a company that takes trainees from the 
educational services of the Fondazione Stefania day centre. 

 

Tempo Libero Senza Barriere: 

This service is aimed at offering adult disabled people, assisted by volunteers, entertainment and holidays, using 

the social opportunities in the territory like pubs, discotheques, mini-golf, cinema, bowling, restaurants and 

pizzerias. 

 

To sum up - Association Stefania offers: 

A dream made of walls, doors, a roof, a dream involving people, lots of smiles, friendship and a lived life. 

  CHARITY ARTICLE 
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Anna Vicentini 

348 87.12.329 

president@benvenutomonza.com  

                                        Zizeth Maroun 

                                        320 31 43 665 

         vicpresident@benvenutomonza.com  

Cheryl Stockman Chalouhi  

335 68 17 427 

editor@benvenutomonza.com 

Irmgard Sieber  

348 144 2033 

treasurer@benvenutomonza.com  

                             Petra Vismara 

                                          335 60.36.807 

   secretary@benvenutomonza.com  

Ester De Giuli 

347 476 2090 

specialactivities@benvenutomonza.com  

 THE BOARD 

                                          Anett Roizs 

                                                  334 75 36 809 
  newcomers@benvenutomonza.com  

 

Charity Co-Chair:      Marina Lambrechts  

Honorary Member:    Rina Casati  

Maria Teresa Gambaro 
333 958  6011 

publicrelations@benvenutomonza.com 

Special Activities 

 

 

 

The Benvenuto International Club of Monza wel-
comes English-speaking women from all over the world and 
fosters international fellowship through its various activities. A 
monthly Coffee Morning is the Club’s principal social function. 
The Club is non-profit, non-denominational and a-political. 
English shall be the official language of the Club. All work per-
formed by the Board and its committees is done on a voluntary 
basis.  

 

Membership: 
The membership year runs from September through June of 
the following year. The Membership Fee for current members 
is due and payable no later than the October Coffee Morning 
of each year.  A full year’s Membership Fee is payable by new 
members until February at which time new members pay €60. 
For any questions about membership contact the Membership 
Director.  

 

Guests: 
Members are welcome to bring guests to the Coffee Morning 
to introduce potential members to the Club. The same guest is 
only allowed to attend two Coffee Mornings and the   Christ-
mas meeting per year. The Guest Fee is €5. All guests will be 
given a nametag to wear during the meeting. 

 
Name Badges: 
Name badges are supplied to each member to be worn at each  
Coffee Morning.  Please remember to wear it. 
 
Commercial Sales and Logo: 
Commercial sales are not permitted at Club functions but flyers 
may be posted only on the bill board during the Coffee Morn-
ing and in the Monza News for a contribution.   

The Benvenuto Club logo is not to be used for any commercial 
purposes.  

Privacy Policy: 
The Club's Privacy Policy is available for consultation under 
Club Information on the Benvenuto International Club of 
Monza  website: www.benvenutomonza.com . 

Vice President 

 CLUB RULES 

Public Relations 

   Editor 

 Treasurer 

Newcomers 

 President 

 Secretary 

Kate Icke 

039 2308980 
membership@benvenutomonza.com  

Membership 

MEET 

mailto:
mailto:alvise.scognamiglio@libero.it
mailto:
mailto:
mailto:
mailto:
http://benvenutomonza.com/
mailto:
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In Case of a night-time health problem that is not se-
rious enough for the Hospital Emergency room ser-
vice, but needs to be attended to quickly, call:  Emer-
gency Public Health Services  

Medical Emergency National  

Call Number: 840 500 092 

 

Recommendation*:  

Listen to the recording (in Italian) and wait for an op-
erator on the line.  

If you don’t speak Italian, ask for someone who 
speaks English.  

Provide all of your personal information: name, ad-
dress, telephone number and the description of your 
illness. Ask if there is a doctor who speaks English or 
your language.  

They will have a doctor call you back in the next hour 
(usually faster). The doctor will tell you, if they need 
to make a house visit or if you should to go to the 
nearest GUARDIA MEDICA. They will give you the 
address of the closest one to your location.  

Visits usually free of charge. House visits may be dif-
ferent.  

This service usually works very well for a quick diag-
nosis or to resolve a problem, and to obtain a pre-
scription to go to the pharmacy.  

IMPORTANT INFO 

Emergency  Services  

Free Call Numbers (Numero Verdi)  These national 

emergency numbers can be reached from pay tele-

phones, without the use of a 

phone card or money. 

24-hour Pharmacies          

(Chemists) in Lombardy 

Pronto Farmacia  

NumeroVerde Tel: 800 801 185 

The Pronto Farmacia helpline helps people to locate 

an open pharmacy in Lombardy. It also assists those 

in need of urgent prescriptions and general infor-

mation. The service is available 24 hours a day. 

Every pharmacy is obliged to display a list of pharma-

cies open at night outside their door. The pharmacies 

open at night must keep their sign illuminated and the 

bell visible. 

For further information:  

http://milan.angloinfo.com/information/31/em_no.asp 

http://www.atsbrianza.it/   (ex ASL MONZA BRIANZA) 

Emergency Dentist in Monza 

Open Monday through Saturday 
from 9:00 to midnight.     

Sundays and holidays from 14:00 
to 19:00.  

Location:  

Via Pellettier, 4 - Monza.  

Ample parking available 

Tel. 039 388792 - 039 384952   Email: 
studiodentisticoabaco@gmail.com 

* Many thanks to Marilena Nigretti, a Benvenuto 

Member and local pharmacist, who provided much 

of the information presented here. Marilena has a 

Pharmacy (Farmacia Trevisan) in Usmate-Velate and 

she speaks fluent English.  
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  CHARITY NEWS 

 

 

 

Dear Members, 

 

At last month’s Coffee Morning, the Presidents of this year’s Charity Associations were 

present, Associazione Stefania, ‘Il Ditale’ Project and Fondazione Musicale Appiani. 

We donated to each association 2.350€. 

After long deliberations, we have chosen the following Associations, proposed by Ben-

venuto Membership for next Benvenuto year ’19 – ’20: 

1) ‘Intensivamente Insieme’ – A voluntary association that consists 

of Doctors, nurses and parents of premature babies at San Gerar-

do Hospital in Monza, to help parents of premature babies in a 

special intensive care ward (TIN), equipped with family rooms.  

2) ‘Cancro Primo Aiuto Onlus’ – Specifically the Wig Project, which 

gratuitously gives wigs to women undergoing cancer treatment. 

3) ‘La Meridiana’ – The Association behind ‘Il Paese Ritrova-

to’ (Alzheimer) and ‘Slancio’ (SLA patients) 

You will be kindly asked to vote for acceptance at June Coffee Morning. 

Due to ongoing activities (the results of the June Cat Walk) we could not yet provide 
you a full charity report.  This will be definitely published in September Monza News. 

Thank you all for your hard work and caring for those in need. 

Wishing you all a great summer and see you in September! 

 

The Charity Committee 

Marina Lambrechts, Maria Teresa Gambaro, Laura Riccagno, Kate Icke, Janu Soner. 
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Summer Reading Suggestions 

Member’s Corner 

The Improbability of Love 

By Hanna Rothchild 

Annie McDee, thirty-one, lives in a shabby London flat, works as a chef, and is struggling to get by. Reeling 

from a sudden breakup, she’s taken on an unsuitable new lover and finds herself rummaging through a 

secondhand shop to buy him a birthday gift. A dusty, anonymous old painting catches her eye. After spending 

her meager savings on the artwork, Annie prepares an exquisite birthday dinner for two—only to be stood up.  

The painting becomes hers, and Annie begins to suspect that it may be more valuable than she’d thought. 

Soon she finds herself pursued by parties who would do anything to possess her picture: an exiled Russian oligarch, an 

avaricious sheikha, an unscrupulous art dealer. In her search for the painting’s identity, Annie will unwittingly discover some 

of the darkest secrets of European history—and the possibility of falling in love again.   

Thank you Cindy Brizzi for this suggestion.  

 

The All Girl Filling Station’s Last Reunion  

The one and only Fannie Flagg, beloved author of Fried Green Tomatoes at the Whistle Stop Cafe, Can’t 

Wait to Get to Heaven, and I Still Dream About You, is at her hilarious and superb best in this new comic 

mystery novel about two women who are forced to reimagine who they are. 

Mrs. Sookie Poole of Point Clear, Alabama, has just married off the last of her daughters and is looking 

forward to relaxing and perhaps traveling with her husband, Earle. The only thing left to contend with is her 

mother, the formidable Lenore Simmons Krackenberry. Lenore may be a lot of fun for other people, but is, 

for the most part, an overbearing presence for her daughter. Then one day, quite by accident, Sookie 

discovers a secret about her mother’s past that knocks her for a loop and suddenly calls into question 

everything she ever thought she knew about herself, her family, and her future. 

Sookie begins a search for answers that takes her to California, the Midwest, and back in time, to the 1940s, when an 

irrepressible woman named Fritzi takes on the job of running her family’s filling station. Soon truck drivers are changing their 

routes to fill up at the All-Girl Filling Station. Then, Fritzi sees an opportunity for an even more groundbreaking adventure. As 

Sookie learns about the adventures of the girls at the All-Girl Filling Station, she finds herself with new inspiration for her 

own life. 

Fabulous, fun-filled, spanning decades and generations, and centered on a little-known aspect of America’s twentieth-

century story, The All-Girl Filling Station’s Last Reunion is another irresistible novel by the remarkable Fannie Flagg.  

 

For two sworn enemies, anything can happen during the Hawaiian trip of a lifetime—maybe even love—in this 

romantic comedy from the New York Times bestselling authors of Roomies. 

The Unhoneymooners  by  Christina Lauren 

Olive Torres is used to being the unlucky twin: from inexplicable mishaps to a recent layoff, her life seems to 

be almost comically jinxed. By contrast, her sister Ami is an eternal champion . . . she even managed to 

finance her entire wedding by winning a slew of contests. Unfortunately for Olive, the only thing worse than 

constant bad luck is having to spend the wedding day with the best man (and her nemesis), Ethan Thomas. 

Olive braces herself for wedding hell, determined to put on a brave face, but when the entire wedding party 

gets food poisoning, the only people who aren’t affected are Olive and Ethan. Suddenly there’s a free 

honeymoon up for grabs, and Olive will be damned if Ethan gets to enjoy paradise solo. 

Agreeing to a temporary truce, the pair head for Maui. After all, ten days of bliss is worth having to assume the role of loving 

newlyweds, right? But the weird thing is . . . Olive doesn’t mind playing pretend. In fact, the more she pretends to be the 

luckiest woman alive, the more it feels like she might be.  
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1 JUNE  PATRICIA MACNAMARA 8  JUNE ALESSANDRA GALASSI 

2 JUNE DANIELA CANDUTTI 12 JUNE URSULA MOSSO 

5 JUNE LIZ PRYOR 19 JUNE CARLA FOGGINI 

5 JUNE ROSANNA DEMENTI 20 JUNE AUDREY GARNY 

7 JUNE RINEKE OLIJVE 23 JUNE FLORES PIROLA 

8 JUNE NORMA FUMAGALLI 26 JUNE LAURA PANZERI 

27 JUNE  KARIN LINDBLAD 

1   JULY    MARYANN ANDREETTA 14  JULY   NATSUKO WAKAMATSU 

2   JULY   ESTER DE GIULI 14  JULY   SARI TIIHONEN 

2   JULY    NUCCIA GRAZIANO 18  JULY   GARIELLA MAPELLI 

5   JULY    BARBARA DE SAVORGNANI 19  JULY   KIM DE ROUCK 

9   JULY    BRICCI SILVA 21  JULY   EDA TURKHAN 

11 JULY   NUALA TANSEY 24  JULY   UTE PASTORELLI 

13  JULY   IVY ORTELLI 28  JULY  NANETTE ZIMITSKI 

31  JULY   ISABELLA PAGANINI   

2  AUGUST   MAREE CRIPPS  21  AUGUST  HELEN WARDLE 

3  AUGUST  INGRID BENVENUTI 23  AUGUST   LAURA RICAGNO 

5  AUGUST   ANASTASIA ZHENENVSKAYA 24  AUGUST  ROSE CARTOLARI 

11  AUGUST CLOTILDE XUEREF 25  AUGUST  LIA ORLANDI 

12  AUGUST 1 RAFFAELLA CORTI 28  AUGUST  MARA CANTI 

18  AUGUST   JANET CHIOTA  

GRANDMA GIOVANNA 

CASATI  

FOR THE BIRTH OF   

“BEATRICE”  
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A Friendly Ear  
 

If you need help getting settled or just want to chat please call us – our Friendly Ear Alliance is here to 
listen and support you! 

Janu Soner 3482610278 or email janusoner@hotmail.com 

Kate Icke 3488898349 or email kateicke@alice.it 

If you think that your expertise would be useful and would like to join the team, please call Janu or 
Kate at the numbers listed above. 

 

Just a reminder that you are very welcome to join the Vimercate Neighborhood group at: 
 
LA CAMILLA in:via Dante - Concorezzo  

every first Thursday of the month. 
 
Contact: Anna Bodini   cell: 347.95.20.827 
 
 

 
 
Members can also join the Facebook group by contacting Benvenuto International Club of  Monza 
Membership Director. -    Kate Icke - membership@benvenutomonza.com  
 
If you have joined within the last 6 months and need information contact our  
Newcomers Director -  Anett Roizs - newcomers@benvenutomonza.com 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Member’s Corner 

mailto:janusoner@hotmail.com
mailto:kateicke@alice.it
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      MONZAMONZAMONZA                          

Teodolinda Spazio Cinema  

  Via Cortelonga, 4 - Monza   

 

PRICES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS    

 

First two shows € 4.00         Evening shows  € 6.50      Subscription Free and 5 movies €16.50  

 

Showings at 15,00 and 18,00 or  21,00. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  3 JUNE   THE KID  WHO WOULD BE KING   10 JUNE    THE SISTERS BROTHERS 

17 JUNE   RED JOAN     24 JUNE    THE HUSTLE      

    1 JULY   EXTREMELY WICKED,             

SHOCKINGLY EVIL AND VILE 

     8  JULY     ROCKETMAN 

15  JULY   AMERICAN ANIMALS 
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Advertisements 
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VENTERINARY HOURS 

MON-FRI 9:30 - 12:30   15:00 - 19:30 

SATURDAYS BY APPOINTMENT ONLY  

10:00 - 13:00 

 

DAY CARE CENTER AND TAXI 

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY 

 

CONTACTS:  

VIA PRIVATA I. NIEVO, 50 - MONZA 

TEL. VETERINARY CLINIC: 039.22.80.167 

TEL. DAYCARE CENTER: 339.630.44.64 
Email: doggylandsnc@outlook.it 

Facebook: Doggylandsnc 

We 

Speak 

English 

Advertisements 
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The International 

Church of  Milan 

Bible Study at Monza 

Friday Mornings at 9:45. Would you 

like to learn more about God’s word? Join us for 

women’s Bible study as we grow in our knowledge 

and love of Jesus Christ. We meet in members’ 

homes in Monza.  

COME STUDY WITH US! 

The International Church of Milan is a Bible          

believing, non-denominational, English speaking 

church for the whole family. 

We are now meeting at Viale Toscana 46/8, 20089 Rozzano (MI) 

each Sunday at 17:30. Weekly Bible studies for men/women/

students are available.  For more info please contact                 

Jim at 348.554.89.37 or refer to our website                     

www.icm-milan.com 

Come Worship With Us! 
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